DEFENDING POSITIONS
Goalkeeper GK
A goal keeper’s job is to protect their goal post! You have to stay alert so that you can collect
rebounds off the post and intercept passes, you need fast reactions. It is really important for the
Goalkeeper to be aware of what is happening out in front of you. This will help you to work out
what the attacking team’s movements are and get lots of interceptions, creating turnovers (A
turnover means that you managed to take the ball away from the team with the ball) .

Goal Defence GD
The Goal Defence works really closely with the goal keeper, they must support each other. GD
players must be good at marking. If you can read the game well, spot opposition passes before
they’re played and are alert to ball interceptions, this position is for you. The GD has more
available space on court to play the ball than the GK, so should like to run. As well as defending,
you also need the skills of an attacker. The GD starts the attack by successfully getting the ball out
of the defensive third, and help her team in moving the ball down the court.

Wing Defence WD
As well as getting the ball forward, players in the Wing Defence position have to mark their
opposing wing attack. The wing defence must be focused on the attacking opponents game play
and good at controlling the ball. They should be ready at all times to pick up any tips or
interceptions created by the circle defenders as well as playing a supporting backup role for the
attackers down court.

MID-COURT & ATTACKING POSITIONS
Centre C
The Centre is the engine of the team and they have to be quick thinking and creative with their
play. Centre players are normally the fastest on the court, meaning they are quite often among the
smallest players on the team. They usually receive the most passes than any other players on
court and often receive low quick passes which makes it challenging for the taller defending
players to get low and catch or intercept the ball.

Wing Attack WA
The Wing Attack is the Centre’s wing man! They must have a solid passing game and ball
collecting skills. The WA is often the first person to receive the ball after the centre pass so needs
to be quick off their feet from a stand still position. Speed is highly important for a Wing Attack as
quick reactions are needed to receive the initial pass from the Centre is essential, as the Wing
Attack needs to beat the opposing Wing Defence off the mark so the ball is not turned over. A
Wing Attack needs the ability to open up space on the court so this position suits speedy players.

SHOOTING POSITIONS
Goal Attack
The goal attack must have both strong shooting abilities be fast. The goal attacks main job is to
work with the Wing Attack and Centre to bring the ball closer to the post and if possible get the ball
to the Goal Shooter. Their passing must be quick and direct to give the shooter the best
opportunity to score before the defenders have caught up. They must also be able to work out
what the two circle defenders are doing and get the ball into the circle. As well as this, they must
have extremely quick reactions to ensure they have a second shot on goal if there are any
rebounds.

Goal Shooter GS
The goal shooter must be confident to shoot from anywhere in the circle (sometimes this is called
the D). Once the ball is inside the circle, the GS must work hard to secure a goal. You must also
be able to react quickly, dealing with quick passes into the circle and alert to claim rebounds if a
goal doesn’t go in the net. Goal shooters seem to have the steadiest hands on the court and are
often among the taller players ( but not always). Goal shooters are often calm and can shoot even
with lots of noise and shouting around them.

